It is shown that one of t h e p rincipal s ubmatl'ices of an in cidence m atri x without ze ro rows is a p ermu tation matrix. Fl'Om t his a n insp ectio n m ethod is d esc ribed for determin ing whethe r a no n-negative m atri x is nilpotent. Appli caLion is made to graph th eory .
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"Ve begin with a necessar.\T flock of defini tions . All matrices in t his paper are sq uare matrices. Th e principal submatrices of a matrix are the matrix itself and those submatrices obtained from it by repeatedly striking out a row and t he column of the same ind ex. The leading principal sub matrices are Lhose obtained by striking out exactly one r ow and its cOlTesponding column. The princip al minors are the determinants of the principal s ubmatrices.
A zero vector is one with every element equal Lo O. Ajull-rowed matrix i one with no zero ro ws. A nonnegative matrix is one whose clements are all nonnegative real numbers. An incidence matrix is one whose elements arc either 0 or 1. A permutation matrix is an incidence matrix with exactly one 1 in each row and each column. If some power of a matrix vanishes t he matrix is call ed nilpotent. We shall prove:
At least one oj the principal sub matrices oj a jull-rowed incidence matrix is a permutation matrix. COROLLARY 1. Ij N i s a non-negative matrix with a jull-rowed principal submatrix oj order m, then jor some positive l' '5. m the trace oj N T is at least 1'11', where 7] is the least positive element oj N.
COROLLARY 2. Each principal sub matrix oj a n1:1po-tent non-negative matrix is nilpotent and has both zero rows and zero columns.
Both the th eorem and its first corollary hold with "row" replaced by" column". The theorem relates to similar resul ts on systems of distinct representatives. 2 The main effect of corolla,r y 2 is to provide a simple algorithm for deciding wh et her 01' not a non-negative matrix is n ilpotent. If it has no zero rows it is not.
I The preparation of t h is paper was supported (in part) by t he Office of Naval Research .
' II. B . M ann and H. J. Ryser, Sys tem of distinct representa t ives, Am . Math. Monthly 60, 397 (1953) .
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Otherwise Lhe zcro rows and Lhe columns of the same index are crossed out and the process repeated on the smaller matrix. If none of t he matrices examined in this process are full-rowed, then all the principal minors of Lhe matrix are O. The characteristic eq uation is Lhu s of the form X" = O, 3 and the matrix is nilp otent. R. Mal'imont 4 first dcscribed t his process for incidence matrices.
That t he principal submatrices of a nilpotent nonnegative ma.trix are also nil potent is known . 'iiV e have included Lhis sLaLement in coroll ary 2 because a new p roof follov{s immcdiaLely from tb e remaining l'esul t in t his corollary.
"I'Ve prove Lli e t heorem by indu ction. It is certainly tru e for a matrix of order 1. Ass ume that it is true for matrices of order n -1. J ... et A = (aij) be a full-rowed incidence matrix of order n. If any of its leading principal submatrices is full-rowed then we are finished because " principal submatrix" is a hereditary property. Therefore , we ass ume th at each of th e leading principal submatrices of A has at least one zero row. We shall prove that then A is a permutation matrix.
Let A s denote the Jeadin g principal submatl'ix of A obtained by striking out the row and column of index s. 'iiVe may ass ume that there is an index i . such that
Since no row of A is a zero row this implies th at (2 .2)
If a nother leading principal s ubmatrix At also had as one of its zero rows a row con esponding to the index i s we would have ai sl= 1 with t-,;6. s. This would contradict (2.1). Therefore, to each s there corresponds a uniqu e i s which satisfies (2 .1 ) and (2.2). It follows tha t A is a p ermutation matrix, and the theorem is proved.
For any non-negative matrix N let N denote the incidence matrix of the same order as N, with 1 in every position that N has a positive elemen t and 0 in every position that N has O. If ' 1/ is the least positive element in N then N -' l/N is a non-negative matrix. Thus, if tr X denotes the trace of X, for every non-negative integer r.
Furthermore, let N = (nij) be of order n, let S = {1,2, . . . , n }, and let So b e any subset of S. Let M be the principal submatrix of N with row and column indices in So. Then for any positive integer r we have N ow suppose 1 11 is a full-rowed princip al submatrix of N of order m. Then M is a full-rowed incidence matrix, and so has a principal submatrix P of order s :::;; m which is a p ermutation matrix. Let r :::;; S be any of the cycle lengths of the permu tation corresponding to P. Then tr pr;::::r.
Since P is a principal submatrix of M, the incidence matrix corresponding to 1 11, and 1 11 is a principal submatrix of N, we have with r :::;; s :::;; m. This proves corollary 1.
Corollary 2 follows directly from corollary 1 and the fact that a matrix is nilpotent (if and ) only if the traces of its positive powers are all O. Our theorem can also be stated as a result on directed graphs. A directed graph G is a set of points P = {p,q, . . . } and a subset P* = {(p,q), ... } of the Car tesian product P X P. The ordered pair (p,q) may be thought of as a directed line from p , call ed the starting point, to q .
We sav that G contains a simple loop if there is a .; " , } subset P = { P1,P2, .. . ,pn of P such that P*n (P' X P') = { (P;,p;),(p;,p~), . . . ,
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(P~-l'P~) , (p~,p; } .
That is to say, the points of P' have these lines be tween them, and no others . Our theorem is equivalent to the following statemen t : I f every point of a directed graph i s a starting point then the graph contains a simple loop.
As so stated, this th eorem is essentially one proved by David Rosenblatt. 
